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A warm welcome to all! The large map of the world in Reception shows
everyone’s homeland and represents your journeys. It’s more than telling. It
reveals not just the distances involved but so too the leaps of imagination
when leaving family and friends to come to CDU and Australia. Each
person has arrived with their own story and we have many arrivals.
Entering IHD is to enter a community embracing hundreds of tales. Take
time this semester to listen to each other and then take time to share your
own narrative. We are all enriched by hearing and being heard. It fosters
understanding, mutual respect and consideration of others. Our diversity is
something to be viewed and valued as a strength and benefit.
Being connected and getting involved are by-words at IHD. The
community is only as strong as the people who comprise it. Much can be
gained from living in a community of scholars but the benefits are only as
great as the effort which goes into building what is our home away from
home. This semester our resident leaders have again organised
your various clubs and now seek your input. It’s about fun and drawing
people together. Any time and energy you spend on them will be
returned with interest.
We rightly view University as a place to gain ‘hard’ skills but employment
and life in general also demands the development of ‘soft’ skills. Academic
residential communities are geared to help with both. At our core is
support of scholars and scholarships but so too is the promotion of relationships, team work, leadership
and the understanding that wisdom flows from knowledge informed by empathy.
Residency at IHD offers so many opportunities. Connecting with the region is laid out for everyone with
field trips to the likes of Kakadu, Litchfield and Katherine. The unique landscape, flora and fauna are there
to experience and provide the backdrop for appreciating and gaining insight into the Top End. Take
special advantage of IHD’s trips to indigeneous festivals. They are wellsprings of still more mystery and
add to our sense of wonder for what is both different and universal.

Dr Philip Mosely
Manager, CDU Student Accommodation & Head, IHD
july 2018
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2018
IHD Ball

Masquerade
The annual IHD Ball is set to be a
night of glitz, glamour & good times!

Skycity Casino

Friday, 28 September

6:30pm-11:30pm

Dress: Territory Formal/Traditional

Limited seats $25
Dinner, drinks, entertainment

RSVP by 3pm Friday, 14 September

Click here to register

Bus departs IHD: 6pm
Bus departs Skycity: 11:45pm
Transport to and from Skycity is provided. If you would like to continue
your night in the city from the Ball, transport is also provided.

IHD Orientation
Orientation Week
An eventful two weeks to say the least! We’ve had a lot going on over the past fortnight and it was
great to see so many of you taking advantage of these events and activities. We thank you for your
participation and look forward to the upcoming events this semester.
Our most popular events turned out to be the Casuarina Beach Picnic, Fishing and Ice Skating trips.
We hope IHD’s Orientation has helped you to settle into Darwin, begin building your network of friends
and made IHD feel like your new home.

Welcome Day
A huge thank you to all new and returning residents who came along to spend the day with Sara, Eileen,
Philip and the RLs.
The morning kicked off with some friendship bingo, which saw Neethu take out first place, and the
afternoon Quiz was a tie - with Swapna and Oliver racing through to the finish.
By the time we’d provided information on expectations and responsibilities, and the RLs had formally
introduced themselves, in walked Philip with a range of pizzas and drinks for lunch.
During lunch, you were invited to sign-up for IHD’s three clubs; The Arts Club, The Social Club and
The Sports Club. If you missed out on signing up, don’t stress – get in touch with one of the RLs to get
involved!
Lunch was followed by bouts of tug-of-war on the lawns - a great way to show off hidden strength!
Welcome Day saw three IHD Alumni drop by to talk with you all on their days during and after on-campus
life. Thank you to former Resident of The Year award winner Kai and former Resident Leaders Pavan and
Srijana for spending some time with us.
The days formalities ended with a raffle competition. Congratulations to the following residents on their
lucky draw prizes:

First Draw: Thilina Bandara - $100 Gift Card | Second Draw: Chengxi (Doris) Zhao - $60 Gift Card
Third Draw: Yin Wah (Iris) Cheung - $40 Gift Card
On to Stokes Hill Wharf the residents went to have some dinner and close out their day. They were
greeted with some beautiful coastal weather and a picturesque sunset.

Big Day Out
IHD’s Big Day Out was one to remember, with trips
to the Jumping Crocodiles and the Museum and Art
Gallery of the NT.
Some of you were quite shocked at the size of
Adelaide River’s crocodiles and the heights they
could jump. I’ll bet you were also glad to be in a boat
and not the water!
We had another group of residents venture to the
NT Museum and Art Gallery. They got up close and
personal with the mounted body of “Sweetheart” – a
5.1 metre saltwater crocodile responsible for a series
of attacks on boats in the Territory between 1974
and 1979. Can you tell we love our crocs up here?!
Thank you again to everyone who participated
throughout IHD’s Orientation – we look forward to
seeing you all throughout the semester. If you’ve just
arrived, be sure to check out what’s coming up.

click here to see more online

Sonia donned her gown & cap at CDU’s
Graduation Ceremony in May, 2018

Where are they now?
Sonia stepped out of tradition to forge her
own path here in Darwin, becoming an IHD
community member, Resident Leader,
CDU graduate and now Territory local.
Originally from China, the now twenty-five-year-old
spent two years at IHD while completing a Master
of Professional Accounting. Sonia grabbed all the
opportunities living on-campus has to offer and
ran with them, ensuring her academic and personal
attributes were used to their full potential.
“I was a Resident Leader,” Sonia said. “I gained
communication skills from handling issues with
residents and answering out-of-hours phone calls.”
“I’ve become more independent and I can support
myself without relying on my family, and learnt that
mutual respect is very important.”
For Sonia, education and professional success were
just as important as building relationships and
breaking social barriers.
“IHD has a good social atmosphere,” she said. “I liked
the outdoor trips organised, such as camping
trips and swimming at Litchfield.”
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Sonia & Srijana presenting the Honourable Lauren Moss
MLA at IHD’S International Women’s Day, which Sonia &
Srijana coordinated

A lady of many talents, Sonia often
performed at IHD’s Got Talent

Sonia & current RL Stephanie at the 2017 IHD Ball

Sonia enjoying the sun at Litchfield

“My favourite memory is the Welcome Party
ice-breaker game. It’s a very good way to
initiate conversation and start talking to
people.”
In such little time, Sonia really has achieved
a lot here in the Territory. Her enthusiasm is
as strong as ever as she continues to strive
towards her goals – both professional and
leisure-related. Nowadays she can often be
found hiking, trailing and participating in
local yoga events, such as the United Nations’
International Day of Yoga.
“I did an internship in audit while I was
studying and I really enjoyed it,” Sonia said.
“After I graduated, I got a job at BDO(NT) in my
relevant field.”
“I can see myself becoming a senior-level
auditor/financial consultant in the next five
years. I’d also like to travel across Australia and
travel through New Zealand.”

Sonia loves the outdoors, especially
trekking & rock-climbing

Things that may
surprise you in Australia
Think you’ve heard a lot about Australia? Well, here is some information that might surprise you!
Australia, it’s a very beautiful country with stunning landscapes, lovely beaches and easy-going
locals. Sydney Opera House, Great Barrier Reef, UGG Boots and of course kangaroos and koala
bears are the well-known tourist attractions in Australia. Wanting to travel to Australia or study
in Australia? There are a few things that might differ from your country you should know!
I was surprised with the price of milk when I first stepped into Coles. I then compared the
price of the milk and water. Surprisingly, the bottled water is more expensive than milk.
Australians are paying $3 for a litre of Mount Franklin and $8 for a litre Voss, while
milk sits beneath $2 a litre.
Secondly, normal business hours are from 9 am to 5 pm on weekdays and
8 pm on weekends. Most of the stores close really early except for Coles and
Woolworths, supermarkets in Australia will close at 10 pm or 11 pm. No chance
for late shopping!
Thirdly, bugs are everywhere! Australia is all about flora and fauna. So, if
you want to stay in Australia for a long time, first of all, you have to learn
to not be afraid of insects and animals like cockroaches, lizards, rats,
termites, wasps and spiders. They are literally everywhere, even in your
household.
Forthly, Australia’s climate changes significantly throughout the
eight states and territories. There are 4 seasons in most of the states
and wet and dry seasons in the Northern Territory. Have you heard
of the saying ‘4 seasons in a day’? Melbourne is pretty famous for
their unpredictable weather. You can wake up in a very cold
temperature, around 20 to 23 degrees Celsius, and then it
will turn to 39 degrees Celsius in the afternoon and back to
13 degrees Celsius in the night. In the southern part of
Australia, Tasmania has an average temperature of 17

to 23 degrees Celsius in summer and 3 to
11 degrees Celsius in winter. On the
opposite side, the northern part of
Australia, Darwin is like summer all
the time, an average temperature
of 31 to 34 degrees Celsius.
Macc-what? Barbie? Arvo? You
will likely hear this a lot from the
locals. Australians love shortening
words! It is very easy, yet it can be
a bit difficult for me as an international
student and the abbreviation does not sound the
same as the original words. For example, Maccas
for MacDonalds, Barbie for barbeque, Arvo for the
afternoon, Woolies for Woolworths and lots more!
You think Australia is all about western
colonisation? You are wrong! There are beautiful
indigenous people in Australia especially in the
Northern Territory, who are Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people. They are descended from
a group who lived in Australia and surrounding
islands prior to British colonisation. Where you’re
from is never a problem for them, whether you
have dark or light skin, everyone can live and work
together in the same community. Not only that,
you can find a lot of souvenir shops selling their
beautiful traditional art and crafts. Other than
kangaroos and koala bears, their art and craft is
one of the most symbolic items in Australia.
Next, the rent is per week, not per month! The
long-term rental in Australia is calculated by week,
not by month. This amount might seem extremely
huge for international students from eastern
countries because of currency and exchange.
Based on the data from the website of “Flatmate”,
Sydneysiders paid the highest room rate, average
$289 per week for a single room in a shared unit.
Continue with Darwin, costing $225 per week on
average. Melbourne is the third expensive, costing
$216 per week on average. Sydney, Darwin and
Melbourne were ranked the top 3 expensive room
rates and were followed by cities such as the
Gold Coast, Canberra, Wollongong and Brisbane.
Geelong has the lowest room rate which only cost
$153 per week.

Last but not least, Australians love their
coffee! You can search it on Google many articles will have mentioned that
Australian coffee is one of the best
in the world. The coffee business is
serious here. Most Australians will
be holding a cup of coffee every
morning walking into the classroom
or workplace. Even for someone like
me who did not like to drink coffee, I
found myself addicted too!
Except for the terrifying bugs, Australia is a
beautiful country that attracts a large number
of travellers every year. Australia, the 13th most
expensive country in the world (Sassall, 2018),
is still a good country to work and travel by
internationals holding a working holiday visa!
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- Stephanie

Stephanie is an IHD resident studying a Bachelor of
Creative Arts and Industries (Communication). She
has a flair for fashion, fun and meeting new people.

5 Tips for international students
The idea of flying half-way around the world to study in a foreign land and culture can feel
daunting. Adjusting to life in a new country and university is a challenge. But it doesn’t have
to be stressful or scary. After all, one of the reasons studying abroad is such an amazing
experience is that it takes us out of our comfort zones. We’ve put together five tips to help take
the stress out of studying abroad.

1. Spend wisely and save money

2.

Money is often a major stress-factor for students
and studying abroad is expensive. Anyone who
tells you otherwise is probably trying to sell
you something...expensive. But that doesn’t
mean that you have to empty your savings or
pile up debt to have a great experience. Resist
temptation! Don’t buy everything you see, no
matter how cute the plush koalas are in Darwin’s
Smith Street Mall. Stick to necessities and save the
souvenirs for the end of your visit. And remember
– anything you buy you’ll want to take back with
you, so consider your luggage allowance!

Use the money you
saved to travel

Souvenirs are great, but memories
are even better. Use the money you
saved on souvenirs to travel and see
the country and surrounding areas.
Remember, Darwin is practically
the doorway to Asia – it’s so
convenient and cheap to fly!

3. Eat healthy food
on a budget

4. Become a transport expert

save
Eating local can help
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stews, and casseroles
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friendly, and they do
equipment.
complicated kitchen

It’s tempting to hop into a taxi when you’re in a
new place, but if you can master the public bus
system, you’ll save yourself a bundle of money and
time. Or better yet, most places are easy walking
distance from IHD! While this may not be easy
all the time (especially if it’s
the middle of the day or a
torrential downpour mid-wet
season), you’d be surprised at
how walking can often be the
quickest, most enjoyable means
of transportation. Plus, you’ll see lots of interesting
sights and get good exercise along the way!

5. Make friends and have fun!

Landing in a foreign country will be a shock no matter what, so give yourself time to adjust but don’t
just hide away in your room. Get to know your neighbours, classmates, and other people on campus.
If you’re having trouble meeting people, check out IHD’s events calendar and join one of the clubs
(Arts, Social or Sports) that peaks your interest. Whatever you do, relax. So many students worry so
much about making their time abroad a memorable experience that they actually forget
to experience anything – so have fun and live!
july 2018
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RL Rundown

Rakesh & the gang enjoying
a wild rapids ride in Bali

Don’t be fooled by Rakesh’s cool and collected demeanour; he’s here with a purpose. Studying
a Master of Science in IT (specialising in Software Engineering), working part-time and
becoming a Resident Leader at the beginning of 2018 shows just how determined he really is.
Born and raised in Hyderabad, India, Rakesh developed
a keen interest in computers and technology. He
completed an undergraduate degree in Computer
Science before making the challenging leap to Darwin.
“Moving away from home is like being born again,”
Rakesh said. “It’s a painful process. It hurts like hell, but
it’s all worth it in the end. I learnt a lot about myself and
from others.”
“It’s a lot more of an adventurous trip and a lesson
for life. I’ve become more independent – cooking,
washing clothes, buying vegetable. I also realised the
importance of family only once I started living away
from them.”
We’ve come to know that living out of home for the
first time can be stressful for any young student – an
even more so for those who are internationals. But
Rakesh has embraced the change and stayed true to his
motivations, and holds his mother as one of his biggest
inspirations.
“Motivation for studying hard cannot be given from
outside sources,” he explained. “It’s from inside that a
spark is created to study hard and focus on our targets.
There are a lot of things that motivate me from inside
to study hard and I hope these things will help other
students, too. They are, thinking about the main
target in life; my parents; seeing great personalities;
personality and overall development; and to always
make my parents happy.”

“My mum is an inspiration because of the way she
deals with everything in her life. She is well-respected,
is generally well-liked by everyone, is kind, generous,
thoughtful and always seems to be on top of things.
Even in hard times she just keeps on coping and getting
things done. She is honestly a superwoman and I
don’t know how she does it all. She has always done
something to make us laugh and she is the strongest
person I know. I hope I can emulate all of these great
qualities when I am a worker, husband and dad myself.”
Once he settled into life away from home, Rakesh
established his place as a member of the Resident
Leader team.
“Residential life in IHD is an unforgettable experience,”
Rakesh said. “You come to IHD just expecting a place to
study, place to live and you get much more than that.
As soon as I moved into residence, a strong support
system of staff and friends made me feel welcomed as
part of their community.”

You can create a new pizza – what would
it be called and what are the toppings?
“Chicken Fried Pizza.” Toppings on a
cheesy crust dough Firstly Pizza Sauce and
then Mozzarella Cheese, Fried Chicken,
Cherry Tomato, Baby Spinach, Red Onion
and finally Peri-Peri Sauce Swirl.

What’s your go-to movie?
For a while mine was the “The Chronicles
of Narnia: The Lion, the Witch and the
Wardrobe”. Mainly because it really is a
spectacular and magical movie. I loved the
kids – especially little Georgie Henley, who
played Lucy. But now it’s The Dark Knight.

Rakesh & his fiancé Swapna

Rakesh & the 2018 RL Team

“Resident leaders are the ones who love to share their experiences and introduce new students to the community.
We have the opportunity to enhance our professional development, communication, and to play a bigger part in
the community.”
Like anyone, Rakesh enjoys his down-time. But it’s his preparedness and willing to lend a hand which enables others to
see him at his best.
“I love being outside,” he said. “Anything outside for me is fun. I also love photography, watching movies is always fun.
Going out with friends, shopping, listening to music, cooking.”
“I never thought I would be in a cyclone-prone region. At IHD I chose to become a cyclone volunteer and was trained by
Penny Biddle (Coordinator Resident Services). She made it look very easy at that time. When the cyclone hit Darwin, myself
and another resident were supposed to volunteer in a building for 25+ residents. Unfortunately, he was not available, so I
stepped-up to guide and watch over them all, which is by far my best experience at IHD.”
For the world today, Rakesh’s outlook is refreshing. His sense of self and integrity is something everyone can work towards.
“I try to leave a place better than I found it,” Rakesh said. “I try to be polite, even in arguments and talk to new people. I
always feel proud when I make an effort, even if it doesn’t turn out as well as it could have.”

Rakesh with his fiancé & family

Rakesh & his mum

Oh my
manglish!
Ever wondered how many
languages a Malaysian can
speak? Malaysia, a beautiful
nation with 4 main cultures –
Malays, Chinese, Indians and
other indigenous Bumiputra
groups (mainly in East Malaysia).
Over the past almost 60 years,
Malaysia has become a unique
multi-ethnic and multilingual
society with a diverse and
ever-growing economy.
There is a long history behind
this multicultural society,
which resulted in most of the
Malaysian population being
multilingual.
The Malays has the largest
population in Malaysia,
which is the ethnic group of
Austronesian people who
populate Peninsular Malaysia,
parts of Thailand, Myanmar,
Singapore, Indonesia, Brunei
and the island of Borneo. They
are also known as “Bumiputera”
or indigenous of Malaysia
as they are the first to have
migrated to west Malaysia.
Their mother tongue is “Bahasa
Malaysia” which is also the
official language of Malaysia.
Since it is the official language,
every Malaysian knows how to
speak it!

Next, the Malaysian Chinese
are descendants of the Chinese
population who migrated to
Malaysia between the first and
the mid-twentieth centuries.
Malaysian Chinese are the
second largest ethnic group
in Malaysia. And of course,
Mandarin is fluently spoken
by the Chinese here including
dialects like Hokkien, Cantonese,
Hakka, Teochew, Fuzhou,
Hainanese and Foochow. This
is because of their background
in the dialects in their region
in China before they migrated.
After so many years of residing
together, many Malaysian
Chinese can speak more than
one Chinese dialect now!
Originally from India, the
majority of Indians in Malaysia
speak Tamils. Other Indian
languages like Telugu,

Malayalam, Hindi, Punjabi and
Gujarati are less spoken.
Although every culture has
their own mother language,
English is still widely spoken
by the Malaysian population
and actively known as a second
language. Even business and
education are conducted in
English, and English is our
second formal language too.
However, with the influences
from the respective mother
language, the English that
is spoken by Malaysians is
slightly different from the
native speakers, and is known
as “Manglish”. For instance, the
use of “lah”, “meh”, “hor” are
commonly used when speaking
English although that is part
of an expression in Chinese
speaking.

famous and iconic food in Malaysia. No matter
what their background is, every Malaysian will
definitely understand this sentence that would
be used in daily life.
In other words, Malaysians will also consider
that as “Bahasa Rojak”. The word “Bahasa” has the
meaning of language and “Rojak” is a famous
Malaysian dish that includes all different kinds of
fruits in it. “Bahasa Rojak” which translates into
‘mixed languages of 3 different groups’ also
refers to the Malaysian way of mixing languages
when speaking.
For example, “Boss, I mau tabao satu Char Keow
Teow!” means, “Sir, I would like to order Char Keow
Teow for take away!” Calling hawker seller as “boss”
is part of Malaysia culture, the word “mau” is the
Malay language of “want”, “tabao” is the Chinese
language of “take away food”, “satu” is the Malay
language of “one” & “Char Keow Teow” is a

Bahasa Rojak is part of the Malaysian identity
now! It is not as simple as you think, you have
to understand all 3 languages or sometimes
dialects to speak like a Malaysian. Although we
as Malaysians are proud of ourselves and the
extraordinary way of speaking, we still have to
get rid of it when it comes to talking to a nonMalaysian. It is actually tough for a Malaysian
who is trying to get rid of their Manglish accent
to make sure non-Malaysians understand
them. So, bear with all the new residents from
Malaysia and give them some time to adapt to a
new way of speaking English!

- Stephanie
Stephanie is an IHD resident studying a Bachelor of
Creative Arts and Industries (Communication). She
has a flair for fashion, fun and meeting new people.

Need to log a maintenance job? Not a problem!
The quickest way to have your maintenance request addressed is to log the job online.

3. Log in to the portal using the details:
• Username: Studentportal
• Password: CDUIHD

1. Head to the IHD Homepage
(http://ihd.cdu.edu.au/)
2. Click on the portal button in the top right
corner. It looks like this:

4. Scroll down to ‘Maintenance’ and click on
Log a Job.
5. Log in to the housing portal with the same
details you used for your application.

Mexican Avocado Boat
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 avocado
2 teaspoon olive oil
2 bacon rashers, diced
1 red capsicum, diced
2 tablespoons sour cream
400g can four-bean mix, drained
pinch sea salt flakes
1 teaspoon smoked paprika

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 lime, juiced
1 brown onion, finely chopped
2 cloves garlic, crushed
1/2 tsp chilli powder (optional)
1/2 bunch coriander
400g can chopped tomatoes
2 tortillas, toasted

1. Cut avocado in half lengthways & remove seed. Scoop out
flesh using a large spoon, reserving skins. Place flesh in a bowl
& mash with lime juice. Set aside.
2. Preheat oil in a large frying pan over medium heat. Add onion
& bacon & cook for 3 minutes or until onion is translucent &
bacon is starting to colour. Add garlic & capsicum & cook for a
further 2 minutes.
3. Add beans, tomatoes, paprika, chilli powder & salt & cook for a
further 10 minutes or until sauce is thick.
4. Spoon bean mix into reserved avocado skins. Top with
avocado, sour cream & coriander. Serve with tortillas & extra
lime wedges.
july 2018
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Don’t forget to use

#IHDarwin
when you upload your photos!

ALLSP @ CDU
The Academic Language and Learning Success Program
(ALLSP) can help support your academic development at CDU.
Make use of their FREE services to:
• understand your assignments
• know what standard of work is required
• know how to get the grades you want
• express yourself better in writing
• produce academically appropriate work.

PH: 8946 7459 | A/H: 1800 157 900
E: allsp@cdu.edu.au

Got somethin’
to share? Photos,
stories, recipes?
Send them through to
elsbeth.redenius@cdu.edu.au

STAY IN TOUCH
Make sure you follow
our Facebook page,
closed group and
Instagram to share
your time here!
july 2018

to be shared with the
IHD Community.

fb.com/IHDarwin

@ihdarwin
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